A.D.A.M. Interactive
Anatomy Lite

Teaching Anatomy is now easier than ever with A.D.A.M.
Interactive Anatomy Lite.
A.D.A.M. Interactive Anatomy (AIA) Lite is a

List of Features:

customizable online educational resource designed

■■ Dissectible Anatomy

to enhance the way students learn about anatomy

■■ Atlas Anatomy

and physiology, and alleviate the strain of building
comprehensive curriculums. With access to thousands
of high-quality, detailed medical images and built-in
assessment exercises, AIA Lite provides instructors the
perfect tool for developing stimulating and rigorous

■■ Clinical Illustrations
■■ Clinical Animations
■■ Lab Exercises
■■ Anatomy Tests

anatomy courses. AIA Lite is suitable for use by high

■■ Curriculum Builder

school, college, nursing, and medical students, as well

■■ Online Student Lab Activity Guide

as allied health programs.

AIA Lite lets you:
Dissect anatomy, layer by layer:
■■ Slice through detailed, full-color illustrations of male
and female bodies, using precision point-and-click,
to view and identify over 20,000 different anatomical
structures.
■■ Study over 500 pinned Atlas Anatomy structures.
■■ Browse through over 150 pinned cadaver prosection
photographs and radiographic images.

Understand anatomy in a clinical context:
■■ Access over 700 clinical illustrations and animations
that depict a diversity of disease states, injuries, first
aid responses, surgical procedures, and more.

Support English as a second language (ESL)
learners:
■■ Translate structure names using the 11 unique
language lexicons.

Access learning material anytime, anywhere:
■■ Connect online to AIA from virtually anywhere,
without the hassle of software requirements or license
codes.

AIA LITE FOR THE ENTIRE LEARNING
INSTITUTION
AIA Lite is the perfect online resource for students. Through

Improve anatomy recognition with Lab Exercises:

a site-wide or concurrent user license, students can access

■■ Practice identifying key anatomical structures
using drag-and-drop questions that cover over 950
structures in 11 different body systems.

the online student version in conjunction with the instructor

■■ Receive a detailed performance summary and score
report.

Reinforce knowledge with Anatomy Tests:
■■ Create and customize tests using over 15,500
structure and identification questions on 7 key
anatomical regions to assess students’ knowledge of
anatomical structures.

Develop a dynamic curriculum with Curriculum
Builder:
■■ Combine and incorporate the wealth of resources
and interactive features in AIA to create unique and
pertinent student activities and presentations.
■■ Use the Annotation Tool to add specific labels, text,
leader lines, and other annotations to images from
Dissectible Anatomy, Atlas Anatomy, or Clinical
illustrations, and save the images to your hard drive.
■■ Incorporate modified images into Curriculum Builder
projects or use outside of AIA.

AIA Lite from any computer, either on or off campus. Use
version to build a completely integrated curriculum.

LIMITED BUDGET FOR ADDITIONAL STUDENT
RESOURCES?
For less than the price of a printed textbook or anatomy
atlas your students can have access to their own individual
subscription. Through our Student Materials Adoption
Program (SMAP), students qualify for a 20% discount off the
cost of AIA Lite when instructors make AIA Lite a required
resource for their course. The SMAP program allows
instructors to place this powerful resource in the hands of
their students at a lower cost, while qualifying for their own
free subscription!
Ask us how you can take advantage of this program today!

FREE DEMONSTRATION
Visit www.adameducation.com to view a free demo

Assign Online Student Lab Activities:
■■ Assign activities to students from 11 prebuilt
Curriculum Builder projects or use the activities
as a template for creating your own projects or
presentations.

today or attend a free webinar on how to build your own
dynamic curriculum with AIA Lite Curriculum Builder.
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